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SUMS OF SETS OF CONTINUED FRACTIONS

T. W. CUSICK AND R. A. LEE

Abstract. For each integer k jjj 2, let S(k) denote the set of real

numbers a such that OáaáA-1 and a has a continued fraction con-

taining no partial quotient less than k. It is proved that every

number in the interval [0, 1 ] is representable as a sum of k elements

of S(k).

For each integer k}±2, let S(k) denote the set of real numbers a

such that O^a^k"1 and a has a continued fraction containing no

partial quotient less than k (here 0 is to be regarded as the reciprocal

of an infinite partial quotient, so 0 belongs to S(k)). Define the sum

A +B of two point sets A and B to be the set of all a + b, where a is in

A and b is in B. Define the sum ^4+^4+ • ■ • +A (n summands)

inductively for each integer w^2, and let nA denote the resulting

point set.

Theorem 1 of paper [l] by the first author is equivalent to the

assertion that 5(2)+ 5(2) = [0, l]. In this paper we prove the follow-

ing generalization of this result:

Theorem. For each integer k^2, kS(k) = [0, l].

We make use of the fact that for each integer & = 2 the set S(k)

may be obtained from [0, krl ] by the removal of a suitable infinite set

of disjoint open intervals. In fact, as explained in [l], S(k) belongs

to the class of Cantor point sets, which are defined by the following

procedure: Take a closed interval A = [x, x+a] on the real line, and

remove from it a middle open interval Ai2 = (x+ai, x+ai+ai2); two

closed intervals Ai = [x, x+ai] and A2— [x+ai+ai2, x+a] remain.

The second stage of the procedure is the removal of middle open

intervals from Ai and A2. The process is continued, so the wth stage

of the procedure is the removal of 2n_1 middle open intervals. The set

which results in the limit, when every closed interval which arises

has been subdivided, is a Cantor point set.

To begin the procedure for obtaining S(k) as a Cantor point set,

we take A = [0, k-1]. Let CF(0, au a2, ■ ■ ■ ) denote the continued

fraction with partial quotients 0, alt a2, • ■ • . In defining the sub-
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divisions of A which produce Sik), two types of intervals with rational

endpoints need to be considered. Intervals of the first type have the

form

(1) [CF(0, eu--, an), CF(0, au ■ ■ ■ , an+i)}

where n is an even integer and a^k (i=í, 2, • • • ); intervals of the

second type have the form

(2) [CF(0, au---, a»), CF(0, au ■ ■ ■ , an_x)]

where n is an even integer and a^k (* = 1, 2, • • • ). Thus A is an

interval of the first type with n = 0.

In the subdivision process, the interval

(3) (CF(0, oi, ■ • • , a„, an+i + I), CF(0, au ■ ■ ■ , an+i, k))

is removed from each interval (1) of first type and the interval

(4) (CF(0, ai, ■ ■ ■ , an, k), CF(0, ah ■ ■ ■ , an_1; an + 1))

is removed from each interval (2) of second type. In both cases the

removal of the middle interval leaves behind an interval of first

type on the left side and an interval of second type on the right side.

Therefore the subdivision process can be continued, and the resulting

Cantor point set is Sik). We shall call this procedure the Cantor

dissection process for obtaining Sik).

Marshall Hall, Jr. gave a sufficient condition for the sum of two

Cantor point sets in the intervals Bi and B2 to cover the whole

interval Bi+B2 [2, p. 968]. This condition was used in the proof of

Theorem 1 of [l]. The proof of the theorem of this paper uses a

general sufficient condition for the sum of k copies of a point set con-

tained in an interval A to cover the whole interval kA.

Given any interval / of real numbers, let 11\ denote the length

of the interval. Let q¡ denote the denominator of CF(0, «i, • • • , af)

in lowest terms. We require four preliminary lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let I be any one of the open intervals removed in the Cantor

dissection process for obtaining Sik). Let M denote the closed interval

from which I is removed in the dissection process, and let M¡ and M2

denote the left-hand and right-hand intervals, respectively, into which M

is divided by the removal of I. Then

(5) ik-l)\Mj\   £  |/| (i=l,2).

Proof. A simple calculation shows that the length of the inter-

val (1) of first type is iqnqn+i)~l and that the ratios of the length
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of the excluded interval (3) to the lengths of the retained intervals

on the left and right, respectively, are (k — l)qn/(kqn+i+qn) and

(k — l)qn+i/(qn+i+qn). These ratios are always less than 1 and k — l,

respectively. Similarly, the length of the interval (2) of second type is

(<?n-i<?n)-1 and the ratios of the length of the excluded interval (4) to

the lengths of the retained intervals on the left and right, respectively,

are (k-l)qn/(qn + qn-i) and (k — l)qn-i/(kqn+q„-i). These ratios are

always less than k — l and 1, respectively. This proves (5).

Lemma 2. Let Ax, A2, • • • , Anbe any bounded closed intervals of real

numbers. Suppose that an open interval I is removed from the middle of

A\, leaving two closed intervals An and Ai2 on the left and right, respec-

tively. If 2?_¡¡ | Ai\ =■ 11\, then

Ai + A2 + ■ ■ ■ + An = (An VJ Ai2) + A2 + ■ ■ ■ + An.

Proof. The sum Au + 2"-2 Ai is a closed interval with the same

left-hand endpoint, say L, as ^£,1 Ai and with right-hand endpoint

£+Mii| + y^".9 \a\. The sum .<4i2+2"-2 Ai ¡s a closed interval

with the same right-hand endpoint as 23?« í-^» and with left-hand

endpoint L+\ Au\ +\ l\. Thus these two intervals cover ^?_i^4,-

if and only if they overlap, that is, if and only if

L+ \Au\  +\l\   =L+ \An\  +¿ \Ai\.
«—1

This proves the lemma.

Lemma 3. Let B be the union of a finite number of disjoint bounded

closed intervals Ai, A2, • • • , A, of real numbers. Suppose that an open

interval I is removed from the middle of Ai, leaving two closed intervals

AT+i and Ar+2 on the left and right, respectively. Let B* = U5Í2 At. If

(6) (n- 1)| Ai\   ^  \l\ (2^iúr+2),

then nB* = nB.

Proof. It follows from (6) and Lemma 2 that for any choice of

integersf(i) (2 ^i^n) satisfying 2 ^f(i) ^r + 2, we have

(7) A1 + ¿ Am = (Ar+i \J Ar+2) + ¿ AfW.
i—2 i-2

Define Ai = Ar+iVJAr+2 and At =A{ (2^i^r). For any choice of

integers g(i) (l^i^n) satisfying 1 ̂ g(i) %.r and g(i) = 1 for at least

one i, the set X/"-i ^*«) can De written as a union of sets of the form

Ai + Tri-2Ani), where 2^f(i)^r+2 for each i,  2-Zi^n. Thus (7)
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implies that for any choice of integers gii)   (l^i^n)   satisfying

lúg(i)úr, we have

22 ̂ e(>) — 22 ̂ b(»)
>=i i=i

This implies nB* = nB, as required.

Lemma 4. If Ci, C2, ■ ■ ■ is a sequence of bounded closed sets of real

numbers and C¿ contains C,+i for i = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ , then

CO CO

(8) n fi Ci = fi nd.
i*-l t=l

Proof. For any i, the set raC; contains the left side of (8), so the

right side of (8) clearly contains the left. In order to prove the oppo-

site containment, let t he any number in fli-i nd.

Define for each i= 1, 2, • • • ,

Vi = {(¡ci, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xn):xj is in Ct for 1 á; I »j

and define

= s(xi, x2, • • •, x„): £ Xi = t>.

Since Vi is a bounded closed set and T is closed, the set T(~\Vi is

bounded, closed and nonempty. Also TCW, contains TCWi+i for

t = l, 2, ■• -, so by the Cantor intersection theorem

CO CO

n (TnVi) = tc\ n f,-
<-i ¿-i

is a nonempty set. If (¿i, ¿2, • • • , tn) is any member of this set, then

each /,• is in |~!<" i G¿ and 22"-1 U—t. Hence t belongs to wflili Ci, and
this proves the lemma.

Proof of Theorem. We take S0 = [0, &-1] and define a sequence of

sets So, Si, S2, ■ ■ ■  with the following properties:

(9) Si contains Si+i       (i = 0, 1, 2, • • • );

(10) Ç)Si=S(k);

and

(11) kSi = kSi+i       (i = 0, 1, 2, • . • ).
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We saw earlier that S(k) may be obtained from So by removing an

infinite set of disjoint open intervals, namely the set of all open inter-

vals of form (3) or (4) with each a^k. We can arrange this set of

open intervals in order of decreasing length (if several intervals have

the same length, we can take them in any order, say from left to right

in So). Let the resulting sequence of intervals be Do, A, D2, • • •

and define Si to be 5,_i with Z),-_i removed (t=l, 2, • ■ ■ ). Clearly

the sequence 5o, Si, S2, ■ ■ ■  has the properties (9) and (10) above.

In order to show that (11) holds, we apply Lemma 3 with n = k and,

successively, B = Si, B* = Si+i, I = Di (i = 0,1, 2, ■ ■ ■). The following

considerations show that the condition (6) holds for each application

of the lemma.

For each i = 0, 1, 2, • • • , Si+i is obtained from 5¿ by removing D<

from some closed interval, say Hit contained in 5,-. The removal of Di

splits Hi into two closed intervals, say Ha and H,2, to the left and

right, respectively, of Di. If (6) holds for B = Si-i, B* — Si, 7 = D,_i,

then, since | £>,_i| ^ | Di\, in order to prove (6) for B = Si, B* = Si+i,

I = Di, it suffices to verify

(12) (Ä-l)| ¿7«|   ^  \Di\ (j=l,2).

We take I = Dt in (5), so that Mi and M2 are closed intervals ad-

jacent to Di on the left and right, respectively. If H,j contains or is

equal to M}, then (12) follows from (5).

If H a is strictly contained in M¡, then there is some interval Dm

with m<i adjacent to Htj on the side opposite D¡, and Dm intersects

Mj. Therefore Dm must be removed after Di in the Cantor dissection

process for obtaining S(k). The removal of Dm in the Cantor dissection

process leaves behind two closed intervals, one adjacent to each end

of Dm. Let N denote the interval of these two which is between Dm

and Di. Since Ha must contain N, we have

ik- l)\Hij\   ^ik-l)\N\   è  \Dm\   Ïï  \Di\ ;

the second inequality follows from (5) with I = Dm and the third

inequality follows from the fact that m<i. This completes the proof

of (12). It is not difficult to show that in fact the set M of Lemma 1

always contains Hi, so the situation discussed in this paragraph never

occurs. However, we do not need this, and the proof given has the

advantage of avoiding any detailed appeal to properties of the Cantor

dissection process.

Using (12), we prove by induction that (6) holds in Lemma 3 with

B = S{, B* = Si+i, I = Di (i = 0, 1, 2, • • • ). This completes the proof

of (11).
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Since *So=[0, l], (9) and (11) imply [O, l] = n,"0 kSt. Now (9),
(10) and Lemma 4 give the theorem.

The theorem is best possible in the sense that for any k^2 and

any j<k, jS(k)= [0, l] is false; for we have trivially that jS(k) is

contained in jS0= [0,j/k].
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